Basic understanding about BGP

We really want to show you why we need BGP first but it is very difficult to explain without understanding a bit about BGP. So we will learn some basic knowledge about BGP first.

First we need to understand about the different between Interior Gateway Protocol and Exterior Gateway Protocol. The difference between them is shown below:

- **Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP)**: A routing protocol operating within an Autonomous System (AS) like OSPF, EIGRP… Usually routers running IGP are under the same administration (of a company, corporation, individual)
- **Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP)**: A routing protocol operating between different AS. BGP is the only EGP used nowadays

In the topology above R1, R2 and R3 should run an IGP to communicate with each other because they are in the same AS. But to connect with other routers in another AS (like a different ISP), R1 and R3 must use an EGP.

With BGP, the term **autonomous system** (AS) refers to a network that operates separately from other networks and usually operates within a single administrative domain. Each AS is represented by an AS number. It is similar to EIGRP AS in this aspect. BGP is used mainly by the Internet Service Provider (ISP) all over the world. Each ISP usually has one BGP AS number (some very big ISP may have a few AS numbers). BGP AS numbers can be between 1 to 65,535.

In the topology above R1 and R3 are operating in BGP AS 1. If an AS connects to the public Internet using an EGP, then it must be assigned a unique AS number which is managed by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). IANA manages the AS numbers from 1 to **64,512** for public use (similar to public IP addresses) while **64,512 to 65,535** numbers are reserved for private use (similar to private IP addresses).

If we don’t want to show the routers inside each AS we can simply ignore them:

In fact, the Internet that we are going “online” everyday is a collection of interconnected autonomous systems and BGP is running to provide routing between them.

Other BGP terms that you should learn are listed below:

+ **BGP speaker**: a router running BGP
+ **BGP peer** or **BGP neighbor**: Any two routers that have formed a TCP connection to exchange BGP routing information (as BGP runs over TCP on port 179, not UDP)
+ **Prefix**: Maybe you learned the word “subnet”. In BGP world, it is usually called “prefix” because BGP usually does not advertise small subnets. It advertises blocks of large subnets so “prefix” is often used instead.

+ **Internal BGP (iBGP)**: refers to the BGP neighbor relationship within the same AS. The iBGP neighbor does not have to be directly connected.

+ **External BGP (eBGP)**: refers to the BGP neighbor relationship between two peers belongs to different AS. It is recommended that eBGP should be directly connected. Never run an IGP between eBGP peers.

In the below topology suppose all routers are running BGP then R1 is considered internal BGP to R2 and R3 (as they are running same AS 1) but is external BGP to R4. R5 is internal to R4 and R6 but external to R3.
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**Why do we need BGP?**

Maybe you will raise a question: “Why can’t we only use OSPF or EIGRP instead?”

**The most important reason is BGP greatly supports path control.**

Maybe you learned and understood about EIGRP, OSPF routing protocols. They are different but both of them have the same purpose: find the most optimal path to the destination. But when we are working in ISP level we don’t care much about this. In ISP we really want to control the path, even it is not the most optimal path, to the destination. For example, how can you choose which path to go from AS 1 to AS 3 in the topology below?
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Suppose an IGP (like OSPF) is using all the way. With default values and same bandwidth on all the links, OSPF will choose the path AS 1 -> AS 2 -> AS 3. In order to manipulate the path we will have to change the bandwidth of some interfaces on the edge routers of each AS. A few months later we want to change the path then we have to configure the bandwidth again. With BGP we can easily define the path like this: “to go from AS 1 to AS 3 we will go through AS 2 then AS 4 then AS 5”. Moreover we can easily control the ratio of traffic passing through each link. BGP can do this because it has a rich set of features to control the paths to the destination. One of the most popular features BGP uses to control the path is known as “attributes”. However, discussion about “attributes” is out of the scope of this tutorial, which is dedicated for CCNA learners.
In fact, **BGP is a path vector protocol**. Path vector protocol does not rely on the bandwidth of the links (like OSPF) or hop count (like RIP) or a group of parameters (like EIGRP). Path vector protocol relies on the number of autonomous systems it has to go through. In other words, it choose the path with least number of autonomous systems (shortest AS Path) to reach the destination, provided that the path is loop-free. Of course we can change the path easily for our purpose.

For example in the topology above, if all the values are default and same, BGP will choose the path AS 1 -> AS 2 -> AS 3 for traffic from AS 1 destined to AS 3 because it only has to go through one AS (AS 2).

Another reason to use BGP is **BGP can handle very big routing tables**. The ISP level of routing do had large number of routes, which IGP cannot handle. BGP handle such large routes between AS. Currently the global Internet routing table contains over 500,000 routes.

Another good reason to use BGP is because **the great benefits of MPLS-based virtual private networks (MPLS VPN)**. MPLS VPN is beyond the scope of this tutorial but in general MPLS VPN provides traffic separation and path isolation on a shared network infrastructure and BGP is the background layer so that VPN can operate well. For example your corporation is running Voice over IP (VoIP), Video on Demand (VoD), Internet service… on the same infrastructure then you can use MPLS VPN to separate these services as if they were running on theirs own infrastructure.

In the next part we will learn about how your edge routers of your company can connect to the ISP.

**Type of connection to ISP**

BGP is often used to connect to the ISP so we list here all the type of connection to the ISP.

**Single homed**

Your company may connect to ISP in several ways. The most popular and simple way is single homed with a single link between the company and the ISP. With this design, only one possible next-hop router exists for all routes to the Internet.
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A big disadvantage of this design is when the link fails or either of the routers fails, the connection to the Internet fails as well. But of course, this design saves money comparing to multiple connections to the Internet designs and in fact it is the only reason for small company to accept this design.

With this design we don’t need BGP in fact, all things we need are:

- A default route from the company to the ISP
- A static route from the ISP to the company’s public address range

**Dual homed**

The next design is called “dual homed”, in which the “dual” word refers to the designs with two links to the same router.
In this design we can use BGP to share the traffic between two routers of the company with our specific ratio (load balancing) or fail over. Of course this design is better in redundancy than the first one but it still has a “single point of failure” at the ISP router.

**Single Multihomed**

The next design is called “single multihomed” refers to:
+ Having connections to multiple ISPs from one router at the company
+ Single link per ISP.

This design is good if we want to separate important traffic to a specific ISP while still has the other ISP as the fail over path.

**Dual Multihomed**

And the last design is called “dual multihomed” refers to:
+ Multiple links per ISP
+ Multiple links to Company
If your company has a strong budget then Dual Multihomed design is ideal to make sure your connection to outside is always up. And BGP is highly recommended in this case.

In conclusion, except Single Homed design, BGP can be used effectively to control the traffic between your company/corporation to ISPs.

To learn about BGP Configuration please read our Basic BGP Configuration tutorial.